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Redefining Flight Operations

iFlight Suite is a next generation web-based solution for 
airlines and airline groups for managing fleet and crew 
operations end-to-end, optimizing resources, employing 
emerging technologies and supporting changing business 
models

Managing an airline's fleet during the day of operation and 
beyond is integral to maintaining a high level of on-time 
performance and minimising the impact to each passenger's 
journey. It is inevitable that deviations to the planned flight 
schedule will occur, and how the operations team reacts will 
determine the cost effective running of the schedule and 
ongoing customer satisfaction. iFlight Operations will help 
the operations team achieve these goals by highlighting the 
impact of disruption, helping them find quick and cost 
effective solutions, and communicating automatically to 
other stakeholders within the business.

Industry Needs

- with iFlight Ops – the next generation digital and cloud ready platform for 
flight operations to drive OTP, improve operational efficiency, and reduce costs.

iFlight Operations is an application for fleet scheduling and 
management that monitors and tracks flight operations and 
provides tools to minimize disruptions. This solution can be 
tailored to meet the needs of an airline group or individual 
airline as a fully integrated solution, or as a single module 
that can integrate with your existing infrastructure.

iFlight Operations supports the main aircraft processes, from 
Maintenance Planning to Operations Recovery. The system is 
built to help airlines make better operational decisions and 
improve on-time performance, using real time information 
and alerts through an intuitive graphical interface and real 
time messaging. Utilising sophisticated planning tools that 
incorporate advanced "what if" scenario planning, it is 
designed to reduce costs and minimise disruptions. 
The system is able to integrate seamlessly with existing 
systems and grow with the airline.

iFlight Operations
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High Configurability – iFlight Ops has been developed to 
give the power of configurability at the hands of the airline 
and users. The solution provides configurability across 
multiple levels which includes

Ÿ Configurable messaging

Key Differentiators 

Ÿ Rule Engine – A state of the art rule engine with rule 
authoring capability

iFlight Ops is a highly dynamic tool that will improve the 
airline's OTP and reduce disruptions to the commercial 
schedule. iFlight Operations provides airlines with a variety of 
unique features such as:

iFlight Operations (iFlight Ops) helps airlines ensure 
On-Time Performance (OTP), minimize passenger disruption, 
and reduce avoidable costs. Through a "manage by 
exception" approach and by maximizing situational 
awareness , the system helps controllers keep flight 
operations on track by highlighting problems early and 
providing tools to quickly find, discuss and implement 
minimum-impact disruption recovery solutions . Within the 
planning environment, iFlight Operations helps engineering 
departments ensure compliance to required maintenance 
schedules, and achieve efficient aircraft utilization. 

Situational Awareness – The solution provides a unique way 
of monitoring your daily operations. The Situation Awareness 
is a tool which provides single source for information 
depending on the users interest and is highly configurable 

Value Proposition

Ÿ User Interface and User Experience (UI/UX) – Almost all 
of components including the Dashboards and Gantt 
charts can be configured to address the needs of 
individual business functions

Collaboration – The Operation Control Center (OCC) 
requires various functions and stakeholders to work 
seamlessly to produce effective results. iFlight Ops provides 
the ability to share thoughts and plans across multiple user 
groups using Plan Sharing and when combined with the 
iFlight Crew module, provides a unique way for the Flight Ops 
and Crew Ops user groups to work collaboratively to find 
solutions to different scenarios.

Disruption Management – Provides a unique and innovative 
approach to disruption handling with the help of AI driven 
and configurable tools to enable the user to finalize on an 
optimal solution.

Web & Mobility – In this digital age, it is a critical 
requirement for solutions to be accessible across multiple 
devices and platforms. iFlight Ops is fully web-based and 
launches off a browser independent of the device used to 
access it.

Greater Automation of Processes - Through advanced 
tools like data centric message processors and event based 
message generators that significantly reduce time on 
operational tasks

Enhanced Management by Exception – An exception is 
only good as the information it conveys to the user. 
iFlight Ops extends the limits of exception management by 
providing configurable alerts (and content), core reason 
analysis, and a centralized inbox.
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Benefits

Ÿ Rapidly finding and evaluating solutions

Ÿ Executing & communicating solutions in a timely manner

Ÿ Highlighting problems early

Improve Management of Schedule Changes - iFlight Ops 
allows airlines to minimize the impact of schedule changes 
made for commercial or operational reasons, through timely 
impact alerting and easy to use tools to adjust aircraft 
schedules.

Avoid Operational Compliance Failures - iFlight Ops 
provides accurate, real time, automated alerting against 
operational compliance constraints set up by the airline, 
minimizing the opportunity for costly and high risk 
operational errors. Because iFlight Ops receives real time 
information from a variety of key sources, relevant 
information is timely and accurate.

Reduce Impact of Operational Disruptions - 
iFlight Operations helps airlines manage operational 
disruptions quickly and effectively, by providing tools for:

Improve Operations Staff Efficiency - iFlight Ops has been 
developed in close collaboration with several airlines and 
users, designed to automate routine tasks and enable 
operations users to focus on decision making. 
This is achieved through management-by-exception 
alerting, and features to help users quickly find and evaluate 
alternative solutions, facilitate bulk changes to multiple 
flights and implement changes at the press of a button.
This enables the operations to respond rapidly to disruption 
situations, whilst supporting airline growth without requiring 
a proportional increase in staff.

By indicating down line impacts, the system helps minimize 
both the direct short-term cost of disruption (e.g. revenue 
dilution, passenger compensation and hotels) and long term 
costs of passenger dissatisfaction.

Improve Aircraft Utilization - iFlight Ops assists engineering 
units to schedule long and short-term maintenance to 
achieve efficient aircraft utilization.

Ÿ Supports graphical display of plans generated

Ÿ Ability to generate & process flight schedule messages

¢ ASM

Maintenance Planning and Tracking

Ÿ Ability to create & modify individual flights & in bulk

Ÿ Ability to support wide range of constraints

Ÿ View schedules in Graphical View

Key Functionality 

Ÿ Display information about aircraft checks and defects

The main modules for iFlight Operations are:

Schedule Management

Minimize Risk - iFlight Ops is a safe and proven solution that 
has been implemented at over 40 airlines world-wide. 
Our implementations have involved smooth migrations from 
a variety of customer systems, involving extensive 
integration with legacy systems.

¢ SSIM

¢ SSM

Ÿ Ability to generate Long Term, Mid Term and Short Term 
Maintenance Plans

Ÿ Hangar-based graphical display for maintenance 
tracking

Ÿ Manual Tail Allocation & Related Operations

Ÿ Real-time tracking of flights and aircraft

Ÿ Seamless integration with various MRO systems that 
helps in real-time maintenance tracking.

Ÿ Ability to configure main constraints including Capacity 

Operation Tracking

Commercial restrictions

Ÿ Ability to track expiries and defects

Support airline growth through scalable products

Real time constraint alerts to quickly manage exceptions 
to the flight schedule and ensure compliance

Graphical access to the flight schedule via web 
technology allows for low cost deployment to a large 
user group

'What if' scenario planning provides impact analysis with 
the ability to review plans before release to publication

Incorporates aircraft, flight, crew, passenger, 
maintenance and cargo data in a central system to 
create solutions that take into account all areas of the 
operation
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Ÿ Prepare daily flight summary report for handling agents

Ÿ Display cargo, crew, fuel and passenger details for each 
flight

Ÿ Highly flexible rule engine to enable users with rule 
authoring

Ÿ Slot functionality helps in managing the 80/20 
compliance for slot coordinated airport 

Ÿ Smart Tools are available that help in improving efficiency 
and also enhance faster operations updates.

Ÿ Proactive alerting mechanism in place

Ÿ Ability to have operational and analytical widgets in 
dashboard to provide a consolidated view of operations

Ÿ Decision support through local world simulations & 
alerting

Ÿ Comprehensive  filtering and sorting function  across  
screens and Gantt for faster access of data

Ÿ Monitor flight operations on graphical screen

Ÿ Advanced What- if capability with approval workflows Ÿ Disruption Recovery - The ever changing and never 
ending dynamics of factors that contribute towards 
effective management of disruption and recovery is 
evidence enough that the solution lies on empowering 
and assisting the users with timely information and 
intelligent tools, rather than leaving it to a press-of-the-
button universal solution.

Ÿ Automated Tail Assignment - Ability to do tail 
assignment optimization based on configurable 
parameters i.e. based on KPl's and constraints. iFlight has 
the capability to optimize the already assigned flight 
which help faster recovery.

Add-on modules


